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Small informal retailers are the primary avenue for households at the base of the pyramid (BoP) to buy

durable, life-improving goods. Attempts to integrate durable goods into existing informal retail shops have

been challenging and e-commerce has similarly failed to penetrate the BoP. One hypothesis is that in informal

markets, local and long-term relationships are key to business success. We use data from a distributor

selling to 331 formal retailers and 493 informal retailers (“kiranas”) in India to study the role of long-

term relationships in successfully selling durable goods to informal retailers. We leverage a staged natural

experiment to study the differential effect of a change in the distributor’s sales agent on the ordering value,

volume and diversity of informal and formal retailers in the five months after relationship change. We find

that while orders of formal retailers recover within four months of a sales agent change, informal shops do

not seem to recover even after five months. This indicates that distribution takes much longer to recover

from a disruption in business relationships when selling to informal retailers than when selling to formal

retailers, suggesting that long-term relationships are particularly critical when selling to informal markets.
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1. Introduction

India’s BoP market consists of roughly 192 million households.

2. Data and Key Definitions
2.1. Order Data

The raw data for this study includes three sources of data provided to us by the distributor:

tax registration information for partner retailers, 3.5 years of order data, and high-level

employment information for sales executives.

This raw data was used to construct a panel data set. The unit of observation is a shop-

month. Shops enter the network at different points in time, and the first active month for

a given shop corresponds to the month in which the shop’s first order occurs. As such, the

panel is unbalanced. The resulting panel has 27,720 shop-months across 616 shops.

2.2. Defining formal and informal subgroups

As a result of a law passed in 2017, businesses in India are required to register for a GST

number if their aggregate annual turnover surpasses a certain threshold [ref]. The initial

threshold (starting in July 2017) was INR 20 lakh ($26,508), but it increased to INR 40

lakh ($57,720) in April 2019 for businesses whose only activity is to supply goods (USD

conversions are accurate as of the first day of the relevant month based on exchange rates

from [ref]). Business whose turnover falls below the threshold may still do voluntary GST

registration, and some do in order to a) gain competitive advantage through the ability to

receive input credit and provide input credit to their customers, b) reduce state reporting

requirements, or c) give firms greater access to capital.

If a shop does not have a GST number (and thus is classified as informal), we know

that it has an annual turnover of <40 lakh (if the shop joined Essmart’s network after

July 2019) or <20 lakh (if the shop joined Essmart’s network before July 2019). If a shop

does have a GST number (and thus is classified as formal), the shop either has an annual

turnover that was higher than the threshold requirement at the time of registration, or the

shop has an annual turnover below the threshold (and thus was not required to register),

but chose to do voluntary registration. As such, there is greater heterogeneity (but on

average, higher turnover) among shops classified as “formal”.
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Informal shops are also referenced in the literature. Roy and Wheeler (2006) outline

several characteristic differences between companies in the formal and informal sectors.

Management of informal shops is often individual- or family-based, use of technology is

limited, inventories and product diversity are low (making it difficult to distinguish among

competitors), prices are fixed, locations are embedded deeply into the community, and

customer relations are very personal. Informal shops are also defined by the absence of

certain enablers such as bank financing (Assenova and Sorenson (2017)). Fixed costs and

barriers to entry/exit are negligible.

To further understand the differences between formal and informal results in our sample,

we are able to leverage a survey that we conducted in April 2019 in order to collect

additional shop-level covariate information. The survey contains usable responses from

270 shops. Of the 616 shops for which we have both GST registration data and order

information, we have complete survey results for 253 of them (see Table 1 below).

Informal Formal p

n 128 125
Self-reported number of full-time staff (median [IQR]) 1 [0, 2] 2 [0, 2] 0.025*
Self-reported number of part-time staff (median [IQR]) 0 [0, 0] 0 [0, 1] 0.008*
Self-reported number of family employees (median [IQR]) 1 [0, 2] 1 [0, 2] 0.727
Self-reported approximate floor area in sq. ft. (median [IQR]) 300 [150, 600] 396 [200, 720] 0.011*
Maximum Retail Price of cheapest products sold (INR) (median [IQR]) 10 [5, 25] 10 [5, 20] 0.455
Maximum Retail Price of most expensive products sold (INR) (median [IQR]) 5250 [2899, 10000] 8500 [5000, 25000] <0.001*
Self-reported mean customer traffic (median [IQR]) 23 [18, 38] 28 [18, 48] 0.094

*significantly different at 95% based on non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test

Table 1 Comparison of survey results by formal vs informal shops

These summary statistics suggest that informal shops in this sample a) are smaller, b) sell

less expensive goods, and c) have fewer overall staff. This is in line with our expectations.

Our discussions with the distributor and on-the ground observations suggest that informal

shops also tend to exhibit the following characteristics:

• Embeddedness in the community: Shop-owners are located in close physical prox-

imity to their customers. They typically know their customers by name, and may take

orders by phone.
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• Shop owner as an informational and physical intermediary: Because of the

close relationships described above, retailers often serve as a key source of information

for customers regarding the value and benefit of new products. Furthermore, as many

informal shops are small (< 200 square feet in floor area), owners often serve customers

across a single counter, which means that they play a central role in suggesting products

and guiding customer selection.

• Flexibility: Informal retailers often offer customers various forms of flexibility such

as informal delivery services, the ability to purchase products on credit, or the ability to

return products whether or not a warranty agreement is in place. Informal shops display

higher flexibility, sometimes even at a loss to themselves. Formal retailers do not offer

flexibility, despite being objectively better positioned (financially) to do so.

2.3. Defining treatment

The definition of the treatment, or intervention, is central to causal inference. In this

case, the intervention of interest is a change in the allocation of a Sales Executive to a

particular shop. While this change happens during a specified window, the intervention

of “having a new Sales Executive handle the shop” continues until the shop experiences

another transition or exits the network. As such, we define our treatment as the irreversible

condition of “allocation to a new Sales Executive”, rather than the temporary condition

of “departure of outgoing Sales Executive” in a given period.

The implication is that treated shops are assigned a dummy treatment indicator whose

value is 0 starting from the shop’s first period. The value is incremented to 1 during the

period when the new Sales Executive first appears in the order data, and does not return

to zero after that point. Furthermore, because we limit the scope of our analysis to shops

that experience a single transition, the treatment condition is both non-reversible and

non-repeatable. Defining the treatment structure in this way has implications for which

estimation strategies can be used to compute causal effects.

The shops in the sample experienced between 0 and 6 transitions (Figure 1). More

than half of the shops in the sample have never experienced a transition, and 125 have

experienced a single transition.
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Figure 1 Distribution of total number of transitions.

2.4. Defining outcome measures of interest

Given the components of product adoption, three outcome measures are of interest: retailer

order volume, order value, and order diversity. Each of these outcomes is measurable from

the available data (see summary in Figure 2).

Figure 2 Summary of outcome measures of interest

2.5. Shop selection

An order is defined as a positive quantity of one or more SKUs purchased by a single shop

on a single day. The available order data includes 5,789 orders across 849 shops over a

period of 195 weeks (Monday-Sunday) between April 2016 and December 2019. Out of

the 849 shops originally present in the order data, we were able to positively match 824

shops (with a total of 5,538 orders) with GST registration status. From these 824 shops,
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we exclude 208 shops which place only one order over this time period (because inter-order

interval is undefined), leaving us with 5,330 orders across 616 shops. Of the 616 shops, we

exclude 73 shops with more than two transitions, leaving us with a base sample of 543

shops. Out of the treated shops in this sample, we exclude those which had a transition in

their first period, leaving us with 74 treated shops to consider. A summary of the process of

isolating these 74 shops is included in Table 2. The order data indicates the day on which

each order was placed, the identity, quantity, and value of products ordered, the categories

to which those products belong, and the Sales Executive who handled the transaction.

Table 2 Breakdown of shops by formal status and number of transitions

Shop sample

Subgroup

All Formal Informal

# shops served by Essmart between 2016 and 2019 849 - -
# shops identified also in database of Ministry of xyz 824 - -
# shops with a GST number 331 331 0
# shops without a GST number 493 0 493
# shops with >1 order 616 263 353
# shops with 0 transitions 418 159 259
# shops with exactly 1 transition (“treated shops”) 125 67 58
# shops with exactly 2 transitions 43 23 20
# shops with >2 transitions 30 14 16
# treated shops with 1 transition after first period 74 41 33

3. Methodology

In this study, we use quasi-experimental methods to test the relative importance of the

sales executive to retail performance in informal vs. formal retail settings. The underlying

goal is to compare the effect of a sales executive departure on the outcomes of interest in

formal versus informal shops.

3.1. Causal effect of interest

In keeping with the potential outcomes literature, we aim to generate a causal effect by

comparing observed outcomes under treatment with counterfactual values representing the
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potential outcomes under control, or the outcomes that we would have expected to see

from the treated units had they not been treated. These outcomes are measured in each

post-treatment time-period, and thus each observation i in subgroup g has an estimated

treatment effect for each time period t:

τ̂itg =E[Yit(1)− Ŷit(0)|Di = 1,Gi = g] (1)

where Gi designates the shop’s subgroup (formal/informal), and Di designates treatment

status.

Although the causal effect literature typically presents treatment effects as differences

between potential outcomes, these effects can also be computed as a ratio of the potential

outcomes under treatment and control (Ho et al. (2011)). Because our eventual aim is to

compare shops across two subgroups, we choose to present the quantity above as a ratio

rather than a difference. We thus define the relative version of the treatment effect as

follows:

τ̂itg,rel =E

[
Yit(1)

Ŷit(0)

∣∣∣∣Di = 1,Gi = g

]
(2)

A value greater than (less than) 1 for a ratio-based estimator corresponds to a positive

(negative) treatment effect, while an estimate of 1 represents a null effect.

In this setting, the key decision to be made is how to define the counterfactual “control”

outcome for each treated unit at the time of interest. For each treated unit, there are two

broad options for which observations could serve as members of the comparison group: 1)

observations from the same treatment unit during the pre-treatment period, 2) observations

from other units. In this section, we define estimators based on each of these potential

comparison groups.

3.1.1. Comparison group 1: Pre-treatment observations from within treated

shop. In order to show a causal effect using the first group, we use a nonparametric before-

after matching estimator of Average Treatment Effect on the Treated. As this estimator

can be used in the absence of a control group, we discard all control observations from

each subgroup and focus on the shops highlighted in the final row of Table 2 (33 informal
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and 41 formal) which meet the inclusion criteria. Figure 3 shows treatment variation plots

for each subgroup.

Note: This plot illustrates the onset of treatment for each treated shop and the balance

of pre-treatment to post-treatment periods relative to the shop’s lifetime. Control

shops (i.e., those with 0 transitions) are omitted.

Figure 3 Treatment variation over time

Imai and Kim (2019) develop a a nonparametric “before-after” implementation of a

within-unit matching estimator which compares a single observed post-treatment outcome

with the mean of the pre-treatment outcomes for a single unit, allowing for the capture of

unit-level heterogeneity. They demonstrate this estimator to be equivalent to a weighted

linear regression with unit-fixed effects. By comparing treated and control units across time

within the same unit, this estimator has the benefit of controlling for potential unobserved

unit-specific, time-invariant confounders and allowing us to relax the linearity assumption

present in standard fixed-effect estimators. It also makes no assumption about the dis-

tribution of outcomes. However, it requires four key identification assumptions: 1) that

there are no unobserved time-varying confounders, 2) that past treatment has no effect

on current outcomes, 3) that past outcomes have no effect on current treatment (Imai

and Kim (2019)), and 4) that there is no time trend in an individual shop’s outcomes. In

this setting, Assumption 2 is reasonable. Assumptions 1, 3, and 4 are likely reasonable for
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some shops, but require more thoughtful consideration. We use the before-after estimator

as a naive estimator, explicitly address some of these assumptions using an alternative

estimator described in the following section, and address the remaining limitations in the

discussion section.

For each individual treated shop i and post-intervention time period t, the (difference-

based) matching estimator for the contemporaneous effect of treatment is

τ̂itg =E[Yit(1)−Y it(0)|Di = 1,Gi = g] (3)

The second term, also known as the “control mean” of shop i, is given by

Y it(0) =

∑t′=t0−1
t′=1 Yit′

t0− 1
(4)

where t0 represents the onset of treatment and 0≤ t′ ≤ t0 ≤ t≤ T .

The relative form of the estimator is

τ̂itg,rel =E
[
Yit(1)

Y it(0)

∣∣∣∣Di = 1,Gi = g

]
(5)

We apply this estimator at the shop level, with a single estimate calculated for each

post-treatment period of interest. In order to convey the dynamics of treatment over time,

we then compute the average effect across shops and report this aggregate effect separately

for each post-treatment period. We compute standard errors under the assumption of

asymptotic normality. Our identification strategy allows us to recover a consistent and

unbiased estimate of the conditional ATT, computed separately for formal and informal

shops. However, it should be noted that the lag-specific estimand is slightly different for

each lag, as the number of shops remaining in the sample shrinks over time. The aggregated

effect in period 0 is the contemporaneous treatment effect, while the aggregated effect in

period 1 provides the lagged effect one period after a transition, and so on.

In addition to the individual lagged effects, we are also interested in an overall measure

of the effect of treatment on a particular subgroup over a specified number of time periods.
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As such, for each shop we construct a composite measure which combines the contempo-

raneous treatment effect with a certain number of lagged effects, as proposed in Hazlett

and Xu (2018). For example, if we wanted to consider the treatment effect over the onset

of treatment and three subsequent periods, the individual (relative) composite treatment

effect would be

ICTE3
ig,rel =

1

4

t+3∑
t+0

τ̂itg,rel (6)

More generally, the ICTE for an individual shop with F post-treatment periods included

is

ICTEF
ig,rel =

1

F + 1

t+F∑
t=t+0

τ̂itg,rel (7)

Because the number of periods differs across shops, the choice of how many post-

treatment periods to include is not obvious. As shown in Figure 3, some shops have as

few as three periods following a transition, while others have dozens of periods of post-

treatment data, making it possible to compute a greater number of lagged treatment effects

for those shops. It seems reasonable to consider no more than three to five lags, givenGR: In

Figure 3
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that other unrelated factors may affect a shop’s performance beyond this point. Given this

guidance and the limitations of the data, we use 5 lags or the number of post-intervention

lags available for a given shop, whichever is fewer.

Constructing an aggregate measure based on shop-level estimates with varying numbers

of lag periods can be misleading if shops with fewer lags available are given the same

weight as shops with more lags. Another choice in constructing these aggregate measures

is that of whether to weight all time periods equally. For example, it is conceivable that

time periods closer to the time of the transition could be more representative of the overall

treatment effect, in which case it might be useful to dampen the influence of successive

periods. In this case, we choose to 1) weight shop-level estimates by the number of post-

treatment lags available in an attempt to capture the uncertainty around how the shop

would have performed if it remained in the network for the remaining periods, and 2)
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weight all available time periods equally. As such, the composite treatment effect on treated

shops in subgroup g is given by

ATTB−A|G=g =
N∑
i=1

ICTEF
ig,rel

(
wi∑N

j=1wj

)
, (8)

where

wi =min{T − t0,5}. (9)

3.1.2. Comparison group 2: Untreated observations from other shops. Two

assumptions from section 3.1 are worth considering further. Firstly, in order to use the

matching estimator, we assumed that there were no time-varying confounders, or at least

that a within-unit estimator is still valid because time-invariant unobserved confounders

were more important than causal dynamics. As it is difficult to quantify this precisely,

we can test the robustness of this claim by using a different estimator which incorporates

time-varying confounders.

Secondly, we assumed that past outcomes had no effect on current treatment. While it is

true that precise individual past outcomes do not directly affect treatment (i.e., as would

be the case if a transition were automatically triggered based on a certain level of outcome),

we have reason to believe that the cumulative value of past outcomes (or the trend of those

outcomes) may be an unobserved factor in treatment assignment. The selection mechanism

is noteworthy here; according to the distributor, transitions typically result from an SE

being assigned to take over a shop following the departure of a Sales Executive (often

due to poor performance). This suggests that transitions are not randomly assigned. In a

parametric setting, we would address this by controlling for historical performance. Here,

we do so by matching on a time-varying measure of historical performance.

We address both issues by changing the comparison group which serves as the basis

of the post-treatment counterfactual. Imai et al. (2018) extend the within-unit matching

technique described in Imai and Kim (2019) to allow for comparison of treated units with

never-treated units. They do so by matching a specific shop-time observation from a treated

shop to one or more control units which have an identical treatment history for a specified

number of preceding periods and which match the treated shop on particular covariates. For
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a given shop, the comparison group includes comparable untreated observations from other

shops. This includes both observations from control shops and pre-treatment observations

from other treated shops whose treatment is introduced after the shop under study. We

include only those observations which are most closely matched to the treated observations,

as determined by matching on or weighting by time-varying covariates. The time-varying

observations present in our dataset are the following:

• Shop age at start of period

• Cumulative moving average of baseline orders at start of period

• Length of stay of current SE with current shop at start of period

We use Imai et al. (2018)’s estimator of the ATT for stable policy change (i.e., irreversible

treatment) relative to no policy change, which is a difference-in difference estimator for a

specific time period. The estimator is given by:

δ̂(F,L) =
1∑N

i=1

∑T−F
t=L+1Dit

N∑
i=1

T−F∑
t=L+1

Dit

{
(Yi,t+F −Yi,t−1)−

∑
i′∈Mit

wi′

it(Yi′,t+F −Yi′,t−1)

}
(10)

where Dit is equal to 1 if t represents the onset of treatment and at least one suitable

control unit is found, and wi′
it are non-negative normalized weights which determine the

relative influence of each control shop (Imai et al. (2018)). When matching is used to select

the final set of control shops, the weights are 1/k for the k most closely matched shops

and 0 for unmatched shops. When weighting is used to select the final set of control shops,

the weight is constructed based on the propensity scores of all potential control shops.

Following Morgan and Winship (2015), the weights to be applied to treated and control

observations are related to the propensity scores as follows:

ATE ATT

D=1 wi = 1
p̂i

wi = 1

D=0 wi = 1
1−p̂i

wi = p̂i
1−p̂i

Table 3

Since our design identifies the ATT, we use the latter set of weights.
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We can use this estimator to measure both absolute and relative effects. We do so by

selecting the outcome variable to represent either a) absolute outcomes or b) normalized

outcomes representing a shop’s performance relative to historical performance in a given

period. Specifically,

Yi,t+F (rel) =
Yi,t+F

Y i,t+F (cum)

(11)

where

Y i,t+F (cum) =

∑t′=t+F−1
t′=1 Yit′

t+F − 1
(12)

As such, the relative variant of the DID estimator for the ATT is as follows:

δ̂(F,L)rel =
1∑N

i=1

∑T−F
t=L+1Dit

N∑
i=1

T−F∑
t=L+1

Dit

{
(Yi,t+F (rel)−Yi,t−1(rel))−

∑
i′∈Mit

wi′

it(Yi′,t+F (rel)−Yi′,t−1(rel))

}
(13)

Because of the structure of our data, we place limits on the pairing of treated shops

with the comparison units. Specifically, we require treated observations to maintain their

treatment status throughout the F periods (and in fact, until they exit the panel), while

only those control observations which do not experience treatment throughout the F lag

periods are eligible for comparison.We assume that conditional on treatment, outcome,

and specified history, treated and control shops have parallel trends.

Importantly, this estimator constrains treated units to be matched with control units

during the same time window. In our case, the ”time” is specified by the month number.

Figure 4 illustrates one example of this matched set across observations.
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Figure 4 Treated unit (dark blue) and matched control units for Cross-Unit Estimator

The estimator relies on the following assumptions:

• Parallel trends: Matching on treatment histories, outcome histories (as represented by

the cumulative average of pre-treatment outcomes), and time varying covariates strength-

ens this claim.

• Common support: While not strictly necessary, this assumption strengthens the accu-

racy of resulting estimates. This condition is fulfilled by discarding control observations

outside the min-max range of treated propensity scores

We apply two variations of this estimator: one which matches treated units to the k

most similar control units during the same time window, and another which includes all

eligible control units and weights them based on similarity to the treated units.

We use a five-step procedure to compute the quantity of interest across all three outcome

measures for formal and informal shops. First, we pre-process the data to remove control

shops that are very different from the treated shops by matching on shop-level, time-

invariant covariates and trimming unmatched shops. Secondly, we select control shops

which have not been treated up until the time of treatment onset for each treated shop

and compute a propensity score for these control shops based on their similarity to the
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treated shop, using observed values of time-varying covariates to construct the measures

of similarity. Thirdly, we refine the matched set using the propensity scores, either by

selecting the k most similar units or weighting all shops by the inverse of the propensity

score. Fourthly, we compute the ATT estimate using the estimator above. Finally, standard

errors are computed using the weighted block-bootstrap procedure developed for panel-

matching by Imai et al. (2018). Specifically, matching is not re-done for the bootstrap

replications; instead, resampling is done at the shop level, and then the ATT is computed

with each shop-month observation in the resulting boostrap samples being weighted based

on the number of times the observation was used for matching in the original sample.

Importantly, these standard errors reflect uncertainty conditional on the matching process

that assigns each treated shop to a set of control shops. We use 1000 weighted bootstrap

replications for each lag-specific effect.

4. Results
5. Discussion/Potential critiques
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